Literature forum

Novelist friend effects alliance

Editor's Note: Recently observed students don't understand the news. They are sometimes surprised to find out that the Notre Dame Press is publishing the novel of one of its authors. All of this gelled and Ana and Azuela, along with other professors, were involved in the decision to publish the book. Dr. Konrad Schumai, chairman of the Hispanic Languages department, began discussion surrounding the possibility of hosting a major gathering of the Hispanic authors here at the University of Notre Dame.

I think that it helped for a book to seem that he had already been warmly welcomed to the University in previous years. I'm sure he felt that if the same enthusiasm were to be extended to a group of writing writers, such as those that will be with us soon, then the event had a perfect location and assurance of success was already a part of the structure itself. In effect, the forum at Notre Dame represents the culmination of many talents, many people talking with each other and working for the sake of something that is larger than a individually but of which we are certainly a part: namely, literature, and, in this instance, Hispanic literature.

Q: What do you feel is the magnitude of this event?

Pfeiffer: Of course, it is a difficult question to answer because it is hard to measure beforehand the impact and the number of actual members of an audience, but in conclusion. Perhaps it would be best if summarized what is entailed by the forum - what went into it - and then simply stated what we hope the magnitude might indeed turn out to be. In my own experience - some events of course - I have noticed that usually when universities sponsor forums you have professors and critics talking about writers and works to other professors and critics.

In this case it will be different. However, because it will be the writers themselves - the producers vs. the receivers of literary works - who will be here to engage in both open and open discussions whose overall topic is "The Present and Future of Hispanic Authors."

The forum will allow us direct contact with the authors, not only to engage in talk about their work, but also in questions of literary production. This as opposed to intermediaries and inter-

Sophomore candidates violate campaign rule

By TIM PEITERS

News Staff Reporter

The Ombudsmen Election Committee yesterday penalized a ticket running for sophomore class office on the grounds that they violated a minor campaign rule, according to Linda O'Brady, the Ombudsmen Commissioner. The penalty will consist of a fine equal to 20 percent of the ticket campaign expenses.

Tucker said that a member of the ticket, said that the ticket, said that there was 50 percent of the ticket campaign expenses. Tucker said that a member of the ticket, said that there was an honest mistake that you cannot use the minimum penalty for the ambiguity, according to Tucker.

The ticket consists of Mark Nagy,.Connect, Jennifer Brown, and Gary Strickland.

The infraction occurred in a large freshman economics class yesterday. According to Tucker, Gary Strickland, who is running for treasurer on the ticket, said that the ticket candidates and motivates able and—voters to look at who is running for the positions.

The ticket violated a rule stating that candidates may not use the minimum penalty for the ambiguity, according to Tucker.

Nagy said, "I want to thank OBRUD for their understanding in seeing that the discrepancy could have occurred naturally. This was an honest mistake and should not affect the campaign. I feel that we have been sufficiently penalized."

Pfeiffer extrapolates 'Business in the 80's'

By NEGAN BOYLE

Staff Reporter

Jane Cahil Pfeiffer credited her success in the business community to "luck," "good timing," and "a wonderful family and, of course, having red hair." In a distinguished American Women Series lecture last night at the library auditorium, Pfeiffer shared insights andvice versa. The first president.""Pfeiffer has always enjoyed Notre Dame for her academic community here, as it is up to the student to read The on-duty officers communicate with the Security Office, located near Holy Cross Hall, by means of two-way radio. The dispatching desk is manned by students during the day and security officers at night and on weekends. The dispatching desk operators call the Lemo office at 6:45 p.m. Perhaps the greatest impact of ticket complaints involves ticket for traffic violations. At the beginning of last year, the last row of the Lemo lot was opened for...
Thousands of college students, some chanting "books and bullets," yesterday lobbed Congress against President Reagan's proposed cutbacks in federal grants and loans for education. The large turnout came amid mounting signs of resistance among both Republicans and Democrats to Reagan's call for cutting education aid from $13 billion to less than $10 billion in fiscal 1983.

Many students arrived in buses chartered by their schools or student associations. "I'm very scared," said Fria Pheyre, 21, a New York University sophomore. "It does work (Reagan) has lost some support, but I'm still very scared." Nearly a dozen lawmakers delivered speeches of support to more than 500 students who crammed into a room in a House office building. The so-called National Student Lobby, organized by nine national student groups, was to end with a rally on the Capitol steps. Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky., chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee, told the students: "We are praying to prohibit any further cutbacks and we should commence to restore the cuts that have already been made... We are going to prevail." — AP

Pioneer 10, the first spacecraft to Jupiter, celebrates its 10th birthday today. The spacecraft, which launched in 1973, has been transmitting data to Earth for nearly 10 years. According to Chairperson Katie Welehan, a number of events have been scheduled for the parents and their offspring to commemorate the occasion.

Saint Mary's will hold its Sophomore Parents Weekend this weekend, March 5 and 6. According to Chairperson Katie Welehan, a number of events have been scheduled for the parents and their offspring during the weekend. The weekend will begin with a class variety show and reception on Fri. evening. The events continue on Sat. morning and will culminate at the dinner-dance with a guest speaker at the dinner-dance will be college president, John M. Duggan.

John M. Duggan, saint Mary's College president, gives his students an opportunity to meet him, ask questions, and voice their opinions every Mon. from 5-5 p.m. in his office at 135 LeMans Hall. Students may drop in and become better acquainted with the President or they may speak with him on topics of their choice. The program has been running since the beginning of the fall semester and will continue until the end of this semester. This is the second year it has been run. — The Observer

Saint Mary's will hold its Sophomore Parents Weekend this weekend, March 5 and 6. According to Chairperson Katie Welehan, a number of events have been scheduled for the parents and their offspring during the weekend. The weekend will begin with a class variety show and reception on Fri. evening. The events continue on Sat. morning and will culminate at the dinner-dance with a guest speaker at the dinner-dance will be college president, John M. Duggan. — The Observer

As a protest against the escalating nuclear arms race, drastic budget cuts, and increasing U.S. support for Central American repression, the Notre Dame Center for Pastoral Ministry is sponsoring a program entitled "A Time to Turn Around." This Lenten season, members of the Notre Dame community are urged to join other concerned Americans in wearing a purple ribbon as a sign of solidarity and compassion with the victims of these policies. The program was launched Ash Wed. by the Institute for Peace and Justice, and will continue until the June 7, July 9 United Nations Special Session on Disarmament. The ribbons are to be worn as a symbol of mourning and hope, and according to IPP (Institute for Peace), this "is a challenge to us to communicate our concern to decision makers." — AP

As a protest against the escalating nuclear arms race, drastic budget cuts, and increasing U.S. support for Central American repression, the Notre Dame Center for Pastoral Ministry is sponsoring a program entitled "A Time to Turn Around." This Lenten season, members of the Notre Dame community are urged to join other concerned Americans in wearing a purple ribbon as a sign of solidarity and compassion with the victims of these policies. The program was launched Ash Wed. by the Institute for Peace and Justice, and will continue until the June 7, July 9 United Nations Special Session on Disarmament. The ribbons are to be worn as a symbol of mourning and hope, and according to IPP (Institute for Peace), this "is a challenge to us to communicate our concern to decision makers." — AP

Chance of light snow today. Cold with the temperature remaining in the low to mid 20s. Tonight and tomorrow snow likely and continued cold. Low tonight in the upper teens to 20s and high tomorrow in the mid to upper 20s. — AP

AP Photo File

Salvadoran Minister of Defense Gen. Josu Guillermo Garcia, third from left, stands with two troopers and aids during a visit to a government fire base at the top of Guatapes volcano, 30 kilometers north of San Salvador. (AP LAURER PHOTO)

Confused by this crazed new phone system? The Observer has new phone numbers, they are: 239-5303-239-5313
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Hispanic authors

Hesburgh lauds forum benefits

By MARGARET FOSMOE
News Assistant

Dr. Theodore Hesburgh feels the Hispanic Authors Forum will prove beneficial to Notre Dame's extensive international programs while also strengthening ties with Hispanic nations.

"I am delighted that Notre Dame was chosen for the forum. I think it will provide a fine occasion to get involved with our neighbors. It also will provide an excellent opportunity for the newly formed Institute for International Studies," said Hesburgh.

Hesburgh feels the Hispanic world offers many opportunities that often go ignored. "Sometimes it's like we're in a vacuum. People don't seem to realize the historical influence of many Spanish-speaking nations, such as Mexico," he said.

Hesburgh went on to cite the tremendous historical impact of Mexico on our own western United States.

Hesburgh, himself a Spanish student, feels Hispanic writing is a very important part of contemporary literature that should not be ignored. He made reference to the large collection of Spanish writings available at the Notre Dame Library.

Prior engagements may prevent Hesburgh from attending the forum, although he would like to be present. "I'd hate to miss it entirely. I feel the forum is very important because of the many opportunities it offers. It will help solidify ties with our neighbors to the South," he said.

Discussing his hopes for the future of Hispanic-U.S. relations, Hesburgh said, "Many ties are already established. In the years ahead, I hope we can get mu ch closer to these countries."

...Security

from page 1

The Observer's office is open from 1:30-3:30 M-Th and Sundays for classified ads.

"Should the University of Notre Dame continue its boycott of the products of the Nestle Company and those of its subsidiaries?"

REFENDUM TODAY!

All undergraduate students, including Seniors, may vote on this issue.

Meet your major ANTHROPOLOGY

the science of Man's Cultural development, present, and future.

In today's rapidly expanding world of communication, transportation, international business dependencies, and mass migrations

Anthropology is Relevance

Learn about it. Wed., March 3, 6pm, 331 O'Shea"
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continued from page 1

criteria. Notwithstanding, what seems to me to be crucial is precisely of what role and importance I do not seem to be downplaying. But we shall have the opportunity to talk with approximately thirty writers themselves. It is almost unnecessary to point out that simply to have so many writers meet together is unusual and perhaps remarkable in and of itself. The topic is suggestive because its scope includes both today and tomorrow while not at all excluding the weight and importance of the past, literature in the Spanish language up until now. Our group of writers will not only render homage to the past but also present a fine jumping-off point for many of these writers have been together before in Berkeley, and have met at Notre Dame, of course, to discuss with a very lively and informative exchange of ideas between all present.

Q: How will the Forum affect Notre Dame financially?
A: Notre Dame, of course, is the hosting institution for the event. The writers and moderators will be giving their presentations at the Center for Continuing Education. They will be staying at the Norris Inn, and several meals and social events have been planned for the participants themselves. Together with Notre Dame's financial and moral support, the Forum has been made possible by the generous cooperation of several other institutions— the Office of Cultural Affairs (the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) of Mexico, the National Institute of Fine Arts (Mexico), and the Institute of Ibero-American Cooperation (Spain). Again, I would like to repeat what I said earlier: many people, many talents have collaborated to make all of this possible.

Q: Is there anyone you would like to acknowledge?
A: The list is long, and I fear that to abbreviate might mean that my own oversight and limited part in this may result in the accidental exclusion of somebody along the line. Certainly, I feel that Notre Dame and the three other institutions mentioned above (from Mexico and Spain) deserve our thanks for making the Forum possible. Fr. Hesburgh, Provost O'Meara, Dean Burns and Dr. Ronald Schuman have all helped immensely and in many ways. The writers themselves and the moderators who will be participating in the Forum have helped Jon Powell, at the Center for Continuing Education, has been a blessing because of his experience, patience, and kind cooperation in working out many of the logistics involved. Beyond these individuals, I must certainly want to express my gratitude and appreciation for anybody else, the students, you, etc., whose interest and aid are helping to ensure the success of this first "International Forum of Hispanic Writers" at Notre Dame.

South Bend sculpture in documentary

A preview of a documentary film on the Mark di Suvero sculpture "Keepers of the Fire," produced by Cooperative Department Communication and Theatre Chairman Mitchell Linton, will be shown for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's faculty, students and administration tomorrow at 4 p.m. in the Arts Auditorium.
The film follows the complete installation of the right and center half-ton, 32-foot-high abstract expressionist sculpture erected on a river pedestal in the Saint Joseph River in 1980 near South Bend's Century Center. The city's fire department, television crews, a construction crane and experts in areas from paints to concrete were all on hand as well as hundreds of bystanders witnessed the installation, which included the artist himself climbing atop the orange and silver pedestal in the Saint Joseph River.

The film includes periodic recorded comments from passersby and onlookers, as well as dialogue from workers who
Economic upturn?

Experts predict summer recovery

By Robert Furlow
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) The broadest gauge of the nation's future economic health fell for the ninth straight month in January, indicating, in the words of Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige, "that the recession has yet to run its course."

However, Baldrige and several private economists said Monday that recovery could still arrive by late spring or early summer, especially if interest rates continue their recent decline.

The Commerce Department's index of Leading Indicators dropped 0.6 percent in January and would have fallen nearly five times as much if official had not deleted effects of one thing good to say about a recent spate of articles raising the possibility that the current recession will deepen into a full-scale depression rather than beginning at least the beginnings of a decline in interest rates. The leading indicators index, which is designed to forecast future trends in the economy, dropped 0.6 percent in January and would have fallen nearly five times as much if official had not deleted effects of

The Commerce Department's index of Leading Indicators dropped 0.6 percent in January and would have fallen nearly five times as much if official had not deleted effects of a sharply reduced average workweek, an upturn arc scant at some financial centers were also hit. Police said a caller claimed the Puerto Rican nationalist PALN was responsible. (AP Laserphoto)

Recovery toward the end of the April-June quarter "is still possible," said Donald Straith, vice president of Wharton Economists in Philadelphia. "Mid-year is a reasonable time for assumption for a turnaround."

And Sandra Shaver, director of consumer economics for Chase Econometrics in Bala Cynwyd, Pa., said, "If the economy hasn't hit bottom yet, we're close."

Neither private analyst had anything good to say about a recent spate of articles raising the possibility that the current recession will deepen into a full-scale depression rather than beginning at least the beginnings of a decline in interest rates. The leading indicators index, which is designed to forecast future trends in the economy, began dropping last May, two or three months before what most economists believe was the start of the recession in late summer. 

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

Why not take the opportunity to study in London?

A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for students of the United States. And in</p><div><p>ATTENTION!!</p></div>
Cheerleading tryouts are scheduled for March 31 through April 3 at the Notre Dame Athletic and Convocation Center. A second and final mandatory meeting for all those interested in becoming members of the 1982-83 Notre Dame Cheerleading Team will be held Thursday, March 3, at 10 p.m. in the Lafortune Center. Make-up tryouts and the finalized scoring sheets will be passed out.

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is sponsoring an evening with athletic Director Gene Corrigan. The presentation will be held in Walsh Hall basement tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. Students will have the opportunity to share their personal testimonies. The Fellowship hopes that this will be shared with the larger community. All are invited. — The Observer

The Notre Dame Wreckers knew they had their hands full when they traveled to Louisiana State for the NCAA Midwestern Regional Tournament. The tough led proved to be too much for the Irish as nobody was able to crack the Wreckers' championship game, held at the Louisiana Superdome in Pontiac, Michigan, on Thursday, March 7. Tickets are priced at $84 and $10. — The Observer

Michigan basketball tickets are still available at the arena ticket office at the Lafortune Center. The game will be played in the LAU Superdome in Pontiac, Michigan, on Thursday, March 7. Tickets are priced at $84 and $10. — The Observer

Indoor Track Meet — Late entries will be accepted for this spring's interhall track meet which will be held A.C.C. at 9 p.m. — The Observer

CCHA playoffs are still on sale today at the 10 box office of the ACC. There are plenty of tickets remaining. The games will be played Friday and Saturday, March 6, and face-off time will be 7:30 p.m. Student season ticket holders will have first priority in purchasing playoff tickets. Students who present the face of their season ticket book with their ID card today before 5 p.m. at Gate 10 of the ACC will be able to purchase tickets in Section 8 for $2.25 or Section 10 for $2.75. Student season ticket holders will have first priority in purchasing tickets.
Cheaters won’t violate Notre Dame

It’s scheduling time again for Digger Phelps and Gene Corrigan. While the season is not yet over, it’s already time to make arrangements as to who the Irish will play and when in the year ahead.

“I think it’s a bad idea,” says Notre Dame’s athletic director, who has said in the past that he is not opposed to cheating. “I think it’s a bad idea. If you have a good team, you don’t need to cheat. If you have a bad team, you don’t need to cheat. And if you have a good team and you cheat, you’re going to get caught.”

He believes that the Irish have been in the past, and he is wrong. But he also believes that the Irish have been in Division One for only two years. But only six of their victories have come against Division One competition, with two of those coming against teams like Tulsa and Valparaiso.

“We’ve been more aware of what we’ve been facing this year,” says UNI Head Coach Jim Perry, in his second season at the helm. “None of the surprises and newness of last year haven’t been as much of a factor this year. Also, we’ve purposely made our schedule more realistic, and that has helped.”

The Panthers struggled to an 8-9 finish last season, so both teams are looking for the 2012-13 schedule to be more challenging. And each will be looking to go out on a winning note.

For Digger Phelps, the game will be one of those "tests of character," as the Irish coach will be closely examining which of his players, if any, have thrown in the towel for the season.

And, for John Paxson, the game should provide an opportunity to pad a dangerously low scoring average, which now stands at 15 points a game. The Irish will be coming off a 25-point performance, despite their 95-81 loss to San Francisco in the semifinals.

To do that, we had to make room on the schedule, and San Francisco was the most logical choice. Another tender area for the two men is Kentucky. Griff Hagan, the athletic director at the University of Kentucky, recently said he was quoted as saying, "If you can’t beat them, join them." That is exactly what Hagan said to the media this past week.

In a letter sent to Corrigan on February 18, and obtained by The Observer, Hagan asked for an explanation from Corrigan as to Notre Dame’s position on schedule conflicts. The controversy stems from an article in a Rochester, N.Y. newspaper in which Corrigan was quoted as saying he would not schedule the Wildcats for the third consecutive year. The story also noted that Phelps was quoted as saying, "If we can’t beat them, we’ll join them." The article was refuted by Phelps, who said, "I don’t think it’s accurate. I think it’s more of a misunderstanding."

Phelps says the matter is simple. "Joe B. Hall does not want to play in South Bend. I’m glad to play Kentucky in Lexington, and in South Bend. But we won’t play them."

The UCLAdiscusses the UCLAIssue with a hint of caution as well. "I don’t know what they’re doing," he says. "I guess every school, somewhere in its history, has a San Gillooly. Who are we to judge?"

I asked Digger about Larry Farmer, and we talked about the whole situation. He’s satisfied that what went on there was in the past, and we’re going to leave it at that.

Corrigan admits that there is discussion of dropping the home-and-away arrangement with the Bruins, but he stresses that there are a variety of reasons for that. The cost of traveling to Los Angeles every year, as well as dimmed TV ratings, are key factors.

The Bruins were the latest team to drop from the Irish schedule. But Phelps says there are reasons other than the Bruins’ probation behind that move.

"Those were Mike Mitchell’s games," he says. "He’s from that area, and I try to play games in every player’s hometown. Next year we’re working on a game with Pitt for Bill Varner. I want to try to get Washington on the schedule for (incoming freshmen) Joe Buchanan and Anthony Davis."

With teams increasingly double-teaming and trapping John Paxson, the All-American’s passing abilities will be tested in the games this weekend. (Photo by John Macor)